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Abstract

In this thesis, we propose a lightweight Radio-frequency identification (RFID) mutual au

thentication protocol without permanent backend server connections. Only pseudo-random 

number generator (PRNG) and XOR operations are used in our protocol. Mutual authen

tication is achieved by exchanging random numbers drawn from the synchronized PRNG 

functions of the readers and tags. A Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is implemented by 

readers to communicate and synchronize their state. The performance is evaluated using 

the ONE simulator.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology

The RFID (Radio-Frequency Identification) technology is widely used in daily transactions. 

It is slowly replacing the use of barcodes [4]. The implementation of a RFID tag consists 

of a processor, memory and a transceiver. It can be powered by a reader or use its own 

batteries. Each RFID tag has an Electronic Product Code (EPC). The EPC can be extracted 

by a portable reader unit.

Currently, there are three radio spectrum segments utilized by RFID: the Low Fre

quency (LF) range (124 to 135 KHz), the High Frequency (HF) range (13.56 MHz) and 

the Ultra High Frequency (UHF) range ( 8 6 8  MHz in Europe, 915 MHz in North America 

or 950 MHz in Japan) [2]. Chien classifies RFID tags into three types, based on supported 

operations: fu l l  fledged, lightweight and ultralight [7]. Full fledged tags are capable of 

conducting conventional cryptography. They support random number generators and hash 

functions. Full fledged  tags are high-cost. It means that they require more computation 

and memory resources to function. Lightweight tags implement random number generators 

and Cyclic Redundancy Code (CRC) checksum calculation. Ultralight tags only support
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bitwise calculation operations like XOR, AND and OR. Lightweight tags and ultralight 

tags are low-cost. It means that they require less computation and memory resources. It 

is a big challenge to secure low-cost tags due to their restricted capabilities and widely 

distributed use in daily activities.

The EPC global standard [15] promotes the implementation of the RFID technology. It 

supports lightweight tags. It specifies an on-chip 16-bit Pseudo Random Number Generator 

(PRNG) and a 16-bit Cyclic Redundancy Code calculator. EPCglobal [10] has defined a 

detailed standard architecture for system interoperability. This architecture has three parts: 

EPC Data Exchange standards, Data Exchange Infrastructure for Data Capture and Phys

ical Object Exchange standards. Recently, the EPC Physical Object Exchange standard 

has been heavily studied due to the lack of a mutual verification scheme in the inventory 

protocol. The EPC Physical Object Exchange standard enables participant mutual identi

fication. They define two interface standards: EPC UHF tag protocol [11] and EPC HF  

protocol [12]. They also define two data standards: tag data standard [13] and tag data 

translation standard [14]. The interface standards define detail commands that a reader can 

use to connect with tags. The tag data standards specify tag memory deployment and tag 

functionalities (e.g., PRNG). In this thesis, modifications are made to the inventory proto

col in accordance with the requirements from the tag data standard and tag data translation 

standard.

1.2 Problem description

The inventory protocol is part of the interface standards. It specifies the start of a commu

nication between a reader and a tag and helps the reader to identify a tag. Because of the 

absence of mutual verification in the inventory protocol, tags can be read without reader 

identity verification. The inventory protocol is presented in Figure 1.
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RN16

ACK[RN16j

EPCdata

Reader

Figure 1: Inventory protocol.

Within the inventory protocol, a reader sends a query to a tag. The tag replies with a 16- 

bit random number: RN16. A tag accepts a reader when it receives the acknowledgement of 

the RN 16 from the reader. It sends back its identification EPCdata back to the reader. Thus, 

as long as a reader is capable of sending a query and an acknowledgement of a random 

number, it can read any tag. Moreover, as long as a tag is equipped with a 16-bit random 

number generator, and can receive the query command, it can start a communication with 

a reader. On the other hand, adversaries can read and write a reader or forge a tag’s identity 

and provide information to a reader on behalf the real tag. There is no mutual verification 

in the inventory protocol. If the tag is used as a chip on a credit card, then important 

personal information can be leaked to the adversary. Adversaries can also use a fake chip 

to complete transactions on behalf of a real credit card. Mutual verification is needed for 

the inventory protocol.

1.3 Contributions

Several new protocols have been proposed to solve the lack of mutual authentication in the 

EPC global inventory protocol defined in [11] and [12], In Chapter 3, we propose a new



mutual verification protocol - the DTN based RFID protocol. In the DTN based RFID pro

tocol, readers and tags keep a synchronized PRNG state, which includes the same PRNG 

function and same PRNG seed for mutual verification. Each tag is assigned a pseudonym 

number. It is used to communicate with the reader instead of using the its real identity. Both 

the PRNG seed and tag’s pseudonym number are updated after every successful inventory. 

The DTN based RFID protocol enables RFID tags and readers to verify each other. It helps 

RFID tags to hide their own real identity. It achieves untraceability, mutual verification 

and forward and backward security for lightweight RFID tags. If there is more than one 

reader working with a set of tags, reader states need to be synchronized using a permanent 

connection with a backend server or a network. We study two scenarios where the RFID 

technology is combined with Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) to avoid permanent con

nections with backend servers. All our works follow the requirement of the EPCglobal 

interface standard. The DTN based RFID protocol is fully compatible with the current 

EPCglobal standard.

1.4 Document structure

In this thesis, previous research is reviewed and summarized. The DTN based RFID proto

col and two related strategies are introduced. The security of the protocol and its compati

bility with the EPCglobal standards are discussed. A simulation is conducted to evaluate 

RFID readers’ performance in the DTN. The following is the structure of this thesis.

Chapter 2, Recent RFID security studies. This chapter discusses three previous re

search works to enhance the EPCglobal inventory protocol security.

Chapter 3, The DTN based RFID protocol. This chapter presents our proposed proto

col and strategies for handling a de-synchronization situation and a collision situation.
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Chapter 4, Analysis and delay tolerant network. This chapter discusses the security 

of the proposed protocol and its compatibility with the EPCglobal standard. At the end of 

this chapter, the concept of DTN  and the strategy RFID readers use to communicate in a 

DTN are introduced.

Chapter 5, Simulation. Simulation is conducted in this chapter to evaluate RFID read

ers performance in two scenarios.

Chapter 6, Conclusion. This chapter summarizes the overall work and compares it with 

two previous proposed protocols.



Chapter 2

Recent RFID security studies

EPCglobal standards aim at improving the RFID tag operationalability and balancing its 

cost and functionality. Basic reliability is guaranteed by the use of PRNG and CRC func

tions. Based on their standards, a reader needs to conduct three different protocol sessions 

to communicate with a tag: select, inventory, access. In the select session, reader selects a 

group of tags. The inventory session helps the reader to identify one tag from the selected 

tag group. The reader starts to update the chosen tag in the access session. In the inventory 

session, the RFID tag sends its identification to the reader for further communications. No 

mutual verification in the inventory session leads to the exposure of a tag identity. It is 

vulnerable to tag identity theft and reader impersonation.

Studies on the EPCglobal inventory protocol can be roughly divided into two cate

gories. In the first category, new protocols use private and public keys with hash func

tions for mutual verification. Theoretically, they prove that hash functions can secure the 

EPCglobal inventory protocol. But, low-cost RFID tags do not support hash functions. 

The second category of studies focuses on using the current EPCglobal standard to de

sign lightweight RFID protocols. Among the second category, there are two branches of 

popular protocols. One is the family of ultralight weight protocols: the first is M2AP [26], 

followed by EMAP [24] and LMAP [25]. This branch of protocols do not expose any tag 

or reader information in the environment. They completely follow the EPCglobal standard

6



by using bitwise operations: OR, AND  and XOR. The reader identifies tags by using tag 

pseudonym numbers instead of their own real identities. In 2009, authors of those pro

tocols proposed a new one called Gossamer [28]. This new ultralight protocol has some 

ideas similar with the ones of the SASI protocol [7]. They both store the previous inventory 

verification information to recover from de-synchronization between a reader and a tag.

2.1 The Gossamer protocol

There are three groups of participants in the Gossamer Protocol [28]: the server, readers and 

tags. Readers are used to communicate with tags while the server supports all calculations 

and verifications. Instead of using a tag’s real identity, an index-pseudonym number IDS 

is used for each tag. The IDS is updated after every successful interrogation. The tag 

real identification is kept the same. Tags and the server shares two private keys: k \, ki 

and two security random number: n\, ni. Both the server and tags keep ID, IDS, k\, ki, 

«i and «2  locally. Every time a reader receives an IDS, it communicates with the server. 

The server matches the IDS in the database and returns the corresponding k \, ki, «i and 

ni to the reader. The Gossamer protocol uses not only the EPCglobal standard defined 

operations: bitwise XOR, bitwise AND, bitwise OR but also new functions: ROT(x,y) and 

MIXBITS(x,y). These two new functions are used to calculate verification messages and 

update local variables. Function ROT(x,y) is defined to conduct a circular shift for the bit 

sequence x, (y mod 96) positions to the left. Function MIXBIX  (x.y) uses bitwise right shift 

(> > ) and additions to compute an output Z:

Z =  x;

fo r(i =  0; t <  32; i +  +)

Z =  ( Z » l )  +  Z +  Z +  F;

The Gossamer protocol includes four steps and is illustrated in Figure 2:
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Query

IDS

m \ c

Reader

Figure 2: The Gossamer protocol.

Tag identification. A reader sends the query command to a tag. The tag replies with the 

IDS. The reader then sends the IDS to the server and gets the related k\, k2.

Mutual authentication. A reader generates A, B and C separately and sends them to

gether to the tag. The function ROT is used twice with five parameters to generate A  and B 

according to the following equations 1 and 2 :

A = ROT(ROT(IDS + ki+7C + nu k2) + k i ,kl ) (1)

B = ROT (ROT (IDS + k2 + n  + n2,kx) + k2,k2) (2)

Next, the function call M IXBITS(nx,n2) is used to generate n2. The function call

M IX BIT (n2,n2) is used to generate a new n\ which is stored in the server as n\. The

k\ and k2 are updated by using the ROT function to k\ and k!2 in equations 3 and 4:

k'i =ROT(ROT(n2 + k i+ 7 t + n3 ,n2)® n 3 ,n\)®ri2 (3)

&2 — ROT (ROT (n\ ~\~ k2 -\- 7t n2 (4)
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Then the C is generated as:

C =  ROT(ROT(«3  4 - k[ + n  -t- n \ ,^3) +  k2 © n \,n2 ) 0  n\ (5)

The reader now concatenates A,B,C  together and sends the result to the tag. The tag ex

tracts n\ from A and n2 from B by using its local IDS, k \, ki to generate C' with the function 

5. If C = C', the tag generates D in the equation 6 :

and the tag sends D to the reader for verification.

Tag update and backend database update. A reader uses equation 6  to generate D' 

with its local variables. If D = D', then the backend server and tag update all the local 

parameters for the next verification. The function M IXBITS(n\,n3) is used to update ni 

and the IDS is updated in the equation 7:

k\ and ki are updated by using equations 3 and 4 again. In the backend database, previous 

IDS, k\ and ki are stored to recover from an eventual de-synchronization attack. An adver

sary can block the last transmission from the tag to the reader, so that the tag can update its 

information while the reader does not update its local records due to the lack of the verifi

cation message from the tag. In order to recover from this de-synchronization attack, tags 

have to save both current IDS, k \ ,k i  and previous ones. If the database can not identify 

the current IDS, the reader requires a tag to send its IDS again. The tag replies with the 

previous IDS to resynchronize each other again.

D = ROT (ROT (n2 + k’2+ ID  + n \, n2) +  k\ +n'u n3) + n\ (6)

IDS — ROT {ROT (n!\ —I— itj —(— IDS -I- n2, n j ) -I- k.2  0  n2, n3) 0  n2 (7)
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Progress and constrains. The Gossamer protocol achieves untraceability by using dif

ferent IDS for each inventory execution. The IDS is updated after each successful inventory 

to look random to the environment. However, it uses two defined functions that are not sup

ported by the current EPCglobal standard, i.e. ROT and MIXBIT. RFID tags need to be 

re-designed to implement the protocol. Moreover, an adversary can eavesdrop on the pre

vious value of A||5J|C and the tag’s previous IDS to fake a de-synchronization scenario to 

communicate with a tag. In our proposed protocol, the IDS is also used to achieve untrace

ability. Only the EPCglobal standard compatible operations are used. And also, if a tag 

and a reader are de-synchronized, they need to recover from the de-synchronization and 

then verify each other again before starting a new communication.

2.2 The CD protocol

In the second branch, the PRNG and CRC functions are used to secure the inventory pro

tocol. They are compatible with the EPCglobal standard. In the CD protocol [6 ], the CRC 

is used to encrypt the verification data. It does not need any permanent connection with a 

backend server but requires readers and tags to register to the server before they are put into 

use. Each tag shares three private parameters with the back-end server: a key k , a nonce N  

and an unique identifier EPC. The CD protocol is shown in Figure 3.

Their inventory protocol includes three steps:

Tag identification. A reader inquiries a tag with three messages: a request: Mreq, a 

CRC function result CRC(N®RND) and a random number RND.

Reader verification. A tag verifies the CRC(N(B RND) by calculating the result with 

its local nonce N, the received RND and the CRC function. If this CRC result is verified, a 

tag generates a new random number (RNDnew) and computes tag-verification information:
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Reader
Mr&f CRC(N®RND)JRND

Tag

RMnw.X'Y

u m p

Figure 3: The CD protocol.

X  and Y with its identification information EPC, local key k and nonce N. Calculations are 

shown in equations 8  and 9. A tag sends X, Y and RNDnew to the reader.

X = (k® EPC © RNDnew) (B)

and

Y = CRC (RNDnew (&N(BX) (9)

Tag verification. A reader verifies the received X  and Y by using equations 8  and 9 

with its local variables and the RNDnew. If the tag is verified, the reader sends a response 

to the tag.

Progress and constrains. The use of the CRC function for the verification is proven 

insecure. Indeed, an adversary can successfully respond a reader’s query after the eaves

dropping of one interrogation session between the reader and a tag [22]. Although the CD

protocol is proven insecure, it is the first one to propose an inventory protocol without a

permanent backend server connection. The DTN based RFID protocol includes two stages 

as well. Readers and tags are configured with private secure parameters first before they
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are put into use. Readers then use a DTN to communicate with each other, so that no 

permanent backend connection is needed.

2.3 The Flyweight protocol

In 2009, a new protocol called Flyweight [5] based on the use of the PRNG function was 

proposed. This protocol closely follows the EPCglobal standard and prevents leaking of 

any tags or reader identities during the interrogation. This protocol requires readers and tags 

to use a synchronized PRNG state (same PRNG algorithm and PRNG seed) to generate the 

identical random number sequence. They then use different parts of the random number 

sequence for mutual verification. Similarly to the Gossamer protocol, a permanent server 

connection is needed.

0

PRNG stream RNt RN, RN, RNt RN, t RN] RN] RN] RN] RN]

$ ------- e u r ----------- 5-k------- n e x t --------- ^

Figure 4: A synchronized PRNG stream.

PRNG stream

«--------------S ---------
- H

RN, RN, RN, RN, RN, 1 RN] RN] RN] RN] RN]

<------- e a r ----------- ■s------- n e x t--------- >

Figure 5: A de-synchronized PRNG stream.

The Flyweight protocol uses random number sequences generated by a PRNG function 

with a 32-bit seed. Every random number sequence is divided into 5 random numbers: 

(RN\, RN2 , RN2 , RN4 , RNs)', each number is 16 bits long. As shown in Figures 4 and 5,
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the S stands for the server and the T stands for the tag, there are two continuous random 

number sequences: the current five random numbers (RN\ to RN5) and the next five random 

numbers (RN[ to RN'5) . A reader is connected with a database that always holds six num

bers. They include the first random number of the current sequence RN\ to the first number 

of the next sequence RN[. A tag holds the current RN\, RN2 if it is synchronized with the 

reader (Figure 4) or holds the next RN[, RN2 if it is not (Figure 5). The de-synchronization 

occurs when a tag updates its random sequence to the next one while the reader still holds 

the current random sequence. If the reader and the tag are synchronized, RN\, RN2 , RN3 

from the same sequence are then used for mutual verification as it is shown in Figure 6. If 

it is a de-synchronization situation, RN[ RN2,RN2, RN'4, RN'5 from next sequences are used 

for resynchronization and verification as it is shown in Figure 7.

Query

RN

RN

Reader Tag

Figure 6: The synchronized Flyweight protocol.

A reader first sends a query to a tag, the tag then replies with R N \. If the received 

RN1 is the current RN\ then RN2 is replied to the tag. If the received RN2 equals to the 

local RNi, the tag generates the random sequence from R N t, to RN2. The tag replaces RN\ 

and RN2 with RN\ and RN2 in its memory. The tag sends the RN t, back to the reader for 

verification. If the RN3 is valid, the reader updates random number sequences and this 

mutual verification session is completed.
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Reader
Query

Tag

RN’j

RN>2

r n >4

r n >3

RN’s

Figure 7: The resynchronized Flyweight protocol.

In Figure 7, if the reader and the tag are de-synchronized, the reader receives the next 

RN[. The reader then updates its random number sequence and replies RN'2 with a flag to 

alert the de-synchronization. The tag then updates its random number sequence and replies 

with the RN'a to the reader. To acknowledge that RN'4 has been received, the reader sends 

back RN'3 and updates its random number sequences but saves the old RN'5. The tag then 

receives RN3, if it equals to the local one, the tag sends back RN3. If the received RN'S 

equals to the old RN'5 of the reader, then the tag is accepted. This process is shown in 

Figure 6. Overall, the tag updates its random sequence once, while the reader updates its 

local sequence twice.

Progress and constrains. With the use of the PRNG function, readers and tags keep less 

information for mutual verification compared to the Gossamer protocol. A PRNG seed 

needs to be updated for readers and tags. The function and the frequency to update the 

PRNG seed is not specified in their paper. The DTN based RFID protocol uses random 

number sequences for mutual verification, and after every successful inventory, the PRNG 

seed is updated.



Chapter 3

The DTN based RFID protocol

3.1 Drawbacks of previous protocols

The Gossamer protocol uses two functions: MIXBITS and ROT which are not supported 

by current lightweight RFID  tags. The Flyweight protocol [5] implements a PRNG func

tion for mutual verification, but the PRNG seed update frequency and update function are 

not specified. Furthermore, the EPCglobal standard does not define connections with a 

backend database in the inventory protocol. Both the Gossamer and Flyweight protocols, 

however, require permanent backend server connections. The Gossamer protocol has to 

use a database to match the tag, generate verification messages and update private keys. 

A reader is required to connect with the sever all the time. In the Flyweight protocol, the 

server not only needs to process the data as the Gossamer protocol, but it also has to update 

the PRNG seed.

3.1.1 Design requirement

New designed RFID protocols should achieve compatibility, security and prevent perma

nent server connections. For the compatibility, the protocol must follow EPCglobal stan

dards. There are four requirements for the protocol security. Firstly, both the tag and reader

15
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need to verify each other before conduct further communications. Secondly, adversaries 

can not link any messages to a tag based on previous ones, which they eavesdrop from the 

environment. All the tags are untraceable. Thirdly, Previous messages confidentiality is en

sured, even if the tag’s current local parameters are exposed to an adversary. And fourthly, 

to an adversary who has access to a tag’s current local parameters, future messages keep 

confidential to the adversary after the tag updates its current parameters.

The DTN based RFID protocol is designed to provide mutual verification without per

manent backend server connections. Particularly, it focuses on the following design re

quirements:

Compatibility. The DTN based RFID protocol only uses functions and operations that 

are supported by RFID lightweight tags including the PRNG function and XOR  operation. 

The Flyweight protocol [5] and studies from [24], [26], [28] have shown that the PRNG 

function can be used in accordance with the requirements from the EPCglobal standard.

No server connections. In the DTN based RFID protocol, the initial set of verification 

parameters are configured within the readers and tags. A DTN  is used by readers to ex

change new information. Each reader in the DTN carries, stores and broadcasts new mes

sages to other readers.

Security. The DTN based RFID protocol protocol is designed to meet mutual verifica

tion, untraceability, forward security, backward security.

3.2 The DTN based RFID protocol

The DTN based RFID protocol focuses on mutual verification without permanent backend 

server connections. It includes two stages: configuration and communication. During the 

configuration stage, readers and tags obtain the initial set of private secure parameters. In
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Table 1: Tag local constants and variables.

TD RD TDS seed

the communication stage, the DTN based RFID protocol conducts mutual verification and 

uses a DTN to connect all readers.

3.2.1 Configuration

The configuration stage is conducted in a secure environment. A tag obtains its identity 

TD, its pseudonym number TDS, a reader identity RD and an initial PRNG function seed 

as it is shown Table I. TD and RD are constants. TD is for tag identification and RD is used 

to verify readers. TDS and seed are variables and updated after every successful inventory. 

A tag only has one record of the type of Table 1. A reader needs to use the valid RD to 

access it.

A reader acquires its identity RD and a list of accessible tag information records. For 

each tag in the list, a reader stores its TD, previous session TDS (TDSpre), current session 

TDS (TDScur), previous PRNG seed (seedpre) and current PRNG seed (seedcur) as it is 

shown in Table 2. In our proposed protocol, a list of tags is associated to one RD. Readers 

that share the same RD have access to the same list of tags. In the configuration stage, no 

tag previous PRNG seed (seedpre) and TDS (TDSpre) are available for readers. Table 2 

details one tag information record of a reader’s local tag list. Several RDs can be assigned 

to a reader to access correlated tags. TDSpre, TDScur, seedpre and seedcur are variables and 

are updated after a tag is read. The updated information is a new message. The message is 

sent to other readers to update their local record of the same tag. All parameters are defined 

in Table 3.

Readers and tags keep the same PRNG state, which includes the same seed and PRNG 

algorithm in order to generate an identical sequence of random bits. Different parts of the
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Table 2: Reader local constants and variables of one tag.

TD TDSpre TDSr seedpre seedr RD

Table 3: Constant and variable definitions.

TD 32-bit tag identifier

RD 32-bit reader identifier

TDSpre 16-bit previous pseudonym number of a tag

TDS cur 16-bit current pseudonym number of a tag

seedpre 16-bit previous PRNG seed

seedCur 16-bit current PRNG seed

seed' 16-bit PRNG seed

RND16 16-bit random number

PRNGn:m(seed)
A random number that starts at bit n and finishes 
at bit m in a random number sequence generated 
by PRNG with a seed.
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Table 4: FLAG values for different scenarios.

FLAG=0 FLAG=1 FLAG=2

synchronization de-synchronization collision

random sequence are segregated into several random numbers. Each number starts at bit n 

and finishes at bit m is defined as PRNG„:m(seed).

A tag’s PRNG seed and TDS are updated every time after successful mutual verifi

cation, so that the verification information is different in every inventory. However, if 

an adversary blocks a certain transmission between the reader and tag, it can cause a de

synchronized PRNG state: The reader updates its local parameters while the tag still keeps 

the current one. This de-synchronization attack is discussed in detail in the sub-section 

3.2.3. To solve this security issue, readers store previous verification information, includ

ing the previous PRNG seed (seedpre) and the tag’s previous pseudonym number (TDSpre)•

Another possible issue may occur after updating a TDS. Several tags can have the 

same TDS, which the reader cannot differentiate. The TDS collision problem is discussed 

in detail in the sub-section 3.2.4.

A FLAG parameter is used by the reader in the inventory protocol to inform a tag that a 

de-synchronization or a collision has occurred. The different values of the FLAG and their 

meanings are shown in Table 4.

3.2.2 Communication

The usage of a random number sequence

Two PRNG seeds are used in the DTN based RFID protocol: seed and seed'. The seed 

is originally obtained through configuration and the reader stores it as seedcur. seed' is 

dynamically generated in every inventory session. Readers and tags update their local seed
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with the constant RD, the previous seed and a 32-bit random number after every successful 

mutual verification. A 16-bit number drawn from it is to prove that the tag holds the valid 

RD. The seed' is generated with the constant TD, the current seed and a 32-bit random 

number. A 16-bit number drawn from it is to show the reader has access to the tag with the 

identity TD.

Table 5: The random number sequence generated from seed.

PRNGo:i5(^eerf) PRNGi6:47(^^) PRNG48;79 {seed) PRNGgO: 111 {seed)

16-bit number to 

prove a reader iden

tity

32-bit number for 

seed update (First 

16 bits are for TDS 

update)

32-bit number for 

seed' generation

32-bit number for 

resynchronization

Table 6: The random number sequence generated from seed'.

PRNGfcisCwed') PRNGi6;31 («?«*')
PRNG32:47 {seed') and

PRNG48:63 («**/')

16-bit number to prove 

a tag identity

16-bit number for TDS 

update

two 16-bit numbers for TDS 

collision resolution

Two random bit sequences are divided into four numbers each. The first random number 

sequence that is generated from the seed is shown in Table 5. It is 112 bit long. The first 

16 bits of the sequence are used to prove a reader’s identity. The 16th bit to the 47th bit 

in the sequence are used as a 32-bit random number to update the seedcur for a reader or
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the seed for a tag. The first 16 bits of this 32-bit random number are used to update a tag’s 

TDS. From the 48th bit to the 79th bit is another 32-bit random number to generate the 

seed'. The last 32 bits are used as a random number to update the seedcur for a reader and 

seed for a tag when a de-synchronization occurs.

Table 6 details the second random number sequence that is generated from the seed'. it 

is 64 bit long. The first 16 bits of the random sequence are used to prove a tag’s identity. 

From the 16th bit to the 31st bit of this sequence is a 16-bit random number to update a 

tag’s TDS. The 32nd bit to the 47th bit and the 48th bit to the 63rd are segregated into two 

16-bit random numbers to resolve a collision.

The DTN based RFID protocol

This protocol includes four steps as it is shown in Figure 8.

Tag identification. First, a reader sends a Query to a tag as outlined in step 1. The tag 

replies its TDS back to the reader in step 2. If the reader and tag are synchronized with each 

other, the received TDS is a TDScur in a reader’s local record. The reader sets FLAG to 0 

and backs up the seedcur as seedpre. A new seedcur is generated to draw a 16-bit random 

number (RND16) that is sent to the tag for reader verification. The seed1 is generated. The 

TDSpre and TDScur are updated. The reader sends the 16-bit random number (RND16) and 

FLAG to the tag.

Reader verification. After the tag receives the RND16 and FLAG from the reader as 

outlined in step 3, it updates its seed temporarily as seedtemp. A 16-bit random number 

is generated from the temporary seed to verify the received KND\6. Only if the received 

RND16 is verified, the reader is considered valid and the tag saves the temporary seed 

seedtemp as seed and generate the seed'. The seed' then is used to draw a 16-bit random 

number (RND16) to prove the tag identity to the reader. Before the tag sends the 16-bit
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READER TAG (step)

Query

tm

if TDS =  TDScur Own 

seedpre « seedcw

seedcur = PRNG{«;4T(seedcU,) © seed^, © TD

RND16 -  FENG&is(see<W)

seed' =PHKG4g:79<seedcw) © seedcur © RD

mDSp^TDScur

TDScur= RR^*Gi6;3i(seedcuf) © PRNG 1531 (seed*) © TDSgjr

#W£»i4 tUG^Q

CD

C2)

(3)

seedtemp s  PRNG{&4?(seed) © seed © ID  

if PRNGfttsCseedraap) ■* RND16 then

seed’ = PR N G ^C seed) © seed © RD 

RND16 a  PRNGftuCsccd’)

TDS « PRNG je^t (seed) © PRNGj^iCseed’) © TDS

ja m  ------------  (4)

if PRNGfejsCseed*) a s  RND16 

then Tag is valid.

Figure 8: The DTN based RFID protocol.
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random number back to the reader, the tag also updates its TDS.

Tag verification. In step 4, the reader receives the 16-bit random number (RND16) 

from the tag. It then uses the seed' to draw another 16-bit number. If it is equal to the 

received number, the tag is valid. The reader accepts the tag.

3.2.3 Resynchronization

Since the reader updates its local variables when the TDS received from the tag is valid 

and the tag updates its local variables after it verified the reader, they do not update their 

local variables at the same time. An adversary can block the third transmission when the 

reader sends a 16-bit number (RND 16) to the tag. The reader updates its local variable 

but the tag remains in its current state and waits for a message from the reader. Thus, 

de-synchronization occurs.

The following strategy is used to resynchronize the reader and tag. It requires one 

interrogation to complete resynchronization. It also needs three steps as it is shown in 

Figure 9.

Tag and de-synchronization identification. In step 2, if a reader and a tag are de

synchronized, the received TDS equals the TDSpre of a reader’s local record. The reader 

sets the FLAG to 1 to alert de-synchronization. The reader generates a temporary seed: 

seedtemp to draw a 16-bit random number (RND 16) for the tag to verify the reader.

Reader verification and resynchronization. The tag receives FLAG=1 and 16-bit 

random number (RND 16) in step 3, the tag also generates a temporary seed: seedtemp. 

The temporary seed is used to draw a 16-bit random number to verify RND16. If they are 

equal, the reader is considered valid. The tag updates its seed to generate the seed'. A 

16-bit random number is drawn from seed' to be sent to the reader. Before the tag sends
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READER TAG (step)

 . (1)

( TDS

If TDS *s TDSpre then

seedtcap =PRNG80:m(secdprc) © seed  ̂© TD 
RND 16= PRNGo.islseedtcffii,)

RND16, FLAG** I

(2)

(3)

seedtemp = PRNGgo:in(seed) © seed © TD 

if PRiNGo ŝlseedtonp) == RND16 then 

seed = PRNG|6:47(seed) © seed © TD 

seed* = PRNG4g ?9(seed) © seed © RD 

RND16 = PRNGftjsCseed')

TDS = PRNG l6:3i (seed) © PRNG 16;3i (seed1 > © TDS

MM* (4)

seed’ = PRNG4g;79(seedcwr) © seedcur © RD 

if PRNG0:i5(seed’) =  RND16

then Re-synchrvnize succeeded, Reader sends query to the tag and re~verify it

Figure 9: The DTN based RFID protocol resynchronization strategy.
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back the random number, it updates its TDS.

Tag verification In step 4, the reader generates its seed' to draw a 16-bit random 

number. If the received number and generated number are equal then the tag is resynchro

nized with the reader. The resynchronization session is complete. The reader then starts 

another inventory session for mutual verification.

3.2.4 Collision resolution

Since the tag TDS is updated every time after an inventory is performed, it is possible that 

several tags simultaneously share the same TDS. When a TDS collision occurs, the reader 

tries to differentiate the tag first and then begins another inventory for mutual verification. 

This strategy is shown in Figure 10.

Tag and collision identification. If several reader’s records have their TDSCUr equal 

to the received TDS in step 2, a TDS collision occurs. The reader sets the FLAG to 2 to 

alert the tag. The seed' is generated to draw a 16-bit random number (RND 16). RND 16 is 

sent to the tag along with FLAG.

Reader verification. In step 3, after the tag receives the message from the reader, 

it generates the seed' to draw the 16-bit random number. If the received 16-bit number 

and generated number are equal, the reader is considered valid. The tag then generates 

a temporary seedtemp to calculate the seed'. The seed' is used to draw a 16-bit random 

number to prove the tag identity to the reader.

Tag verification and collision resolution. Similarly, the reader generates the tempo

rary seedtemp and then calculates the seed' to draw the 16-bit random number to verify the 

received one in step 4. If the received 16-bit number and generated number are equal, then
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READER TAG {step)

(1)

i_________  ms

if TDS collision in the reader then 

seed’ ~ PRNG r̂^Cseedcw) © seedWf © RD 

RNDI6 * PRNGj^iseed*)

RND 16, FlAG**2

a )

(3)

seed’ = PRNG4S;79(seed) © seed © RD 

If PRNG32;47(seed ) =  RND16 then 

seedistap ss PRNGi6 t̂(se©d) © seed © TD 

seed’ *  PRWG48:79(seedttrop) ® seedttfnp © RD 

RMDI6  = PRNG4&«3(seed')

RND16

seedier « PRNGi&^Cseed,**) © seed^ © TD 

seed* -  PRNG4S:79(s6cdt£t(y)) © seed«»My © RD 

if PRNG48:63(seed’) — RND 16 then

F in d  th e ta g ’s  in form ation , s ta r t m o th e r  irm en tory to  v e r ify  th is  tag  

else

C h o o se  a n o th e r c o llid e d  ta g  to  c a lc u la te  th e P R N G ^ ^ s e e d ’) a g a in .

(4)

Figure 10: The DTN based RFID protocol collision resolution strategy.
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the chosen tag is the correct one. If the generated 16-bit random number does not equal the 

received one, the reader chooses another collided tag to re-calculate the 16-bit number.

This strategy requires the tag to update the seedcur to generate a new seed,' temporarily. 

The seed' is used to draw the 16-bit number used by the reader to differentiate the tag. Since 

the TD is uniquely assigned to each tag, by updating the seedcur to seed,emp with the TD, 

the updated seed,emp are different between collided tags. Thus, the seed' that is generated 

from the seedtemp and the 16-bit random number drawn from the seed' can differentiate 

collided tags.

During a collision situation or a de-synchronization, readers and tags need to recover 

to normal state before beginning a new mutual verification session. An adversary cannot 

replay the collision message or the de-synchronization message for mutual verification. 

Once a tag is synchronized with a reader, the de-synchronization alert message becomes 

invalid. If an adversary re-sends the collision alert message to the tag, the tag replies with 

the same message it sent to the reader before. Furthermore, adversaries cannot alert a new 

de-synchronization or collision without obtaining a valid reader’s PRNG seed, tags need to 

verify the reader before replying or changing their local state.



Chapter 4

Analysis and delay tolerant network

In this chapter, we first discuss available PRNG functions and data deployment strategies 

for our proposed protocol. Security is also analyzed against relevant attacks in the second 

part of this chapter. In the final part of this chapter, Delay Tolerant Network is studied as a 

message transmission media to synchronize RFID readers.

4.1 PRNG  implementation

The PRNG function takes an initial set of values to generate a sequence of numbers having 

approximately random properties. The set of values is called a PRNG seed. The sequence 

of numbers is reproducible, when the same PRNG seed is provided. In our proposed pro

tocol, readers and tags keep the same PRNG seeds locally to generate identical number se

quences for mutual verification. EPCglobal standards provide specific requirements for the 

PRNG function without a specific algorithm for implementation. Several efficient PRNG 

function algorithms are proposed and discussed for lightweight RFID tags. The self-shrink 

PRNG [21] was developed from the shrinking PRNG [9]. It has been implemented for 

RFID tags. It is estimated to use 1435 logic gates and 64bytes of memory [20]. More 

recently, the EPCglobal standard compatible PRNG function LAMED-EPC [23] has been 

proposed. It requires 1566 logic gates and 64bytes of memory. Both of these two PRNG

28
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Table 7: Inventory commands (they are all mandatory).

Command Length (bits)

Query 22

QueryAd just 9

QueryRep 4

Query JRe ply (RND) 16

ACK 18

ACK Jie ply 21 to 528

NAK 8

function can be utilized within our proposed protocol.

4.2 Compatibility analysis

4.2.1 Protocol compatibility

The EPCglobal standard specifies a communication between a reader and a tag into three 

processes:

•  Select. This process is for a reader to select a tag population defined by user specified 

criteria. This command is mandatory before an inventory and access round.

• Inventory. This process is for a reader to identify a tag. Inventory commands include 

Query, QueryAdjust, QueryRep, Query Jie ply (RND), ACK, ACKJReply and NAK. 

Our proposed protocol inherits those commands to achieve mutual verification with

out changing their original functions. Lengths of inventory commands are given in 

Table 7. All current commands are mandatory.

• Access Commands
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Reader
Query(22 bits)

Tag

RND(16 bits)
QueryAdjust(9 bits)

RND(16 bits)
QueryRep (4 bits)

RND (16 bits)
ACK_RND16(16 bits) (

ACK_Repfy(21 to 528 bits)
NAK(8 bits)

Figure 11: The EPCglobal standard inventory protocol.

Access Commands execute actual interactions between a reader and a tag. A tag can 

be read, rewritten, updated or killed. Access commands can only be used after an 

inventory session.

A full detailed EPCglobal inventory protocol is shown in Figure 11. Our proposed 

protocol is shown in Figure 12.

In the EPCglobal inventory protocol, the reader sends commands Query, QueryAd just, 

QueryRep to conduct a random-slotted collision algorithm. First, the reader sends the 

Query that contains a parameter Q to the tag. The tag generates a random Q-bit number 

locally as a counter and a 16-bit random number RND. It replies the RND as an acknowl

edgement to the reader. Second, one or several QueryAd justs can be sent from the reader 

to adjust the tag’s counter value. Every time, the tag replies the same RND  to the reader 

as an acknowledgement. Third, the tag begins to decrease its counter when it receives the 

QueryRep. The tag sends the same RND back to the reader when the counter reaches zero. 

The reader then sends back the same RND to the tag as ACK. If the tag does not receive 

a valid ACK due to a collision, then it returns to the initial state and repeats the process. 

Otherwise, the tag sends back an ACKJReply including its EPC identification. At the end,
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Reader
Query(22 bits)

Tag

TD S(16 bits)

Q ueryAdjust(9 bits)

TD S(16 bits)
QueryRep(4 bits)

TD S(16 bits)
RN D  & F L A G (18 bits) .

RN D  & A C K  R eply  
f (37 to 544 bits)

NAK(8 bits)

Figure 12: The DTN based RFID protocol.

the reader replies a NAK to complete the inventory round.

As defined in Table 7, support of all EPCglobal inventory commands are mandatory. In 

our proposed protocol, these commands are adopted with minor modifications. TDS is used 

to replace the 16-bit random number (RND) sent from the tag to the reader to echo Queries. 

The ACK sent from the reader is replaced by a 18-bit number including a calculated 16-bit 

random number and a 2-bit FLAG. We also extend the ACKJReply message to include a 16- 

bit random number for tag identity verification. The three Queries and the NAK  commands 

are kept the same for the random-slotted collision algorithm.

4.2.2 Data compatibility

The EPCglobal standard specifies four data banks for RFID tags [13].

Reserved memory (bankOO). This bank of data is reserved for the kill password and 

access password. The kill password is used for permanently terminating the use of one tag. 

The access password is used by the reader to perform privileged operations. Those two 

passwords are used by access commands.
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EPC memory (bank 01). This data bank stores EPCglobal protocol-control information.

T1D memory (bank 10). This data bank keeps the TID  (Tag Identification). The 

EPCglobal standard outlines two schemes to identify a tag:

• 32 bits Short Tag Identification. It includes a 12-bit tag MDID (Tag Mask Designer 

Identifier), a 12-bit tag model number and a 8-bit class identifier.

•  128 bits Extended Tag Identification. The first 32 bits are the same as the short tag 

identification. The remaining 96 bits (Extended TID) are kept for end users and 

RFID applications. The Extended TID  memory section can be partitioned into six 

segments. Each segment has 16 bits.

User memory (bank 11). This data bank is optional. It provides user defined data storage 

for EPCglobal applications.

4.2.3 Data deployment

Based on the EPCglobal standard, the possible data memory deployment for our proposed 

protocol is as follow.

RD (32 bits), TDS (16 bits) and seed (32 bits).

RD is an identity of readers. When it is configured into a tag, it is stored permanently. TDS 

is the pseudonym number, seed is a PRNG seed. Their initial value is configured into a 

tag and is updated after every inventory. These three 16-bit numbers can be stored in three 

segments of the extended TID  in the TID memory (bank 10).
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TD (32 bits).

The TD is an unique identity for a tag in the DTN based RFID protocol. According to 

the EPCglobal standard, the TID  is different for tags with different custom commands 

and/or optional features. If each tag has unique features and/or RFID commands, then 

the DTN based RFID protocol can use the TID as TD. If tags have common commands 

or features (e.g., cell phones have same features or functions but they need to be treated 

individually for different customers), then the EPCglobal tag URI can be used. The EPC 

URI scheme is used within an information system to represent each physical object. In 

our proposed protocol, the URI scheme can be used to differentiate all tags. The URI 

format is defined as urn:epc:id:scheme:component\.component!. The urn:epc:id:scheme 

is the URI body. It indicates the URI scheme. The component 1 and component! are 

the remainders of the scheme. The EPC URI currently supports ten schemes. The sgtin 

scheme is typically used for trading item. Each object has an unique identity. The general 

syntax of sgtin scheme is urn:epc:id:sgtin:CompanyPrefix.ItemRef erence.SerialNumber. 

The CompanyPrefix represents a managing entity. The ItemReference is assigned by 

the managing entity to a particular object class. The particular object class gives each 

individual object an unique SerialNumber within its scope. Following this scheme, in 

an user specified criteria, tags can be divided into groups by assigning different 32-bit 

CompanyPrefix and ItemRef erence. Each tag is assigned an unique 32-bit SerialNumber 

within one group. The SerialNumber can be used as tags TD. The Item R ef erence and 

CompanyPrefix can be used as RD. Thus, tags in the same group share a RD but they have 

different TDs. Readers use the RD to access a group of tags and use a. TD to verify the 

identity of an individual tag.
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The DTN based RFID protocol meets the following security requirements: mutual verifica

tion, data confidentiality, tag anonymity and untraceability, forward security and backward 

security.

4.3.1 Mutual verification

Readers and tags need to verify each other before starting a communication. Mutual veri

fication is achieved by using the same PRNG state: Readers and tags keep a same PRNG 

function and PRNG seeds to generate identical random number sequences for mutual veri

fication. After every successful inventory, the PRNG seeds are updated for the next inven

tory. Thus, as long as the PRNG states remain synchronized, tags and readers can verify 

each other.

4.3.2 Data confidentiality

All transmission messages between tags and readers are random numbers. With a synchro

nized PRNG states, valid readers and tags can recognize those messages and verify each 

other. Since the PRNG seed is updated after every communication, the random number 

sequence is different in each inventory.

4.3.3 Tag anonymity and untraceability

In our proposed protocol, a tag sends a pseudonym number (TDS) instead of the real iden

tity TD for identification. The TDS is updated every time after a successful inventory. 

Readers need to use a different TDS to identify the same tag in the next inventory. A tag’s 

identification is hidden to the environment and its anonymity is guaranteed.
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4.3.4 Forward security

Forward security is defined in [5] as: previous messages of a tag need to look random even 

if the tag is corrupted. In the DTN based RFID protocol, if a tag is compromised, its local 

parameters {TD, RD, TDS, seed) are exposed to the adversary. The PRNG seed is updated 

as followed:

seedcur = TD  0  seedcur © PRNG 16:47 {seedcur) (10)

According to this equation, seedcur is updated using the previous seedcur. The previous seed 

is erased. Adversaries require previous seeds to regenerate previous messages. Since tags 

do not store previous seeds, adversaries cannot generate previous messages and forward 

security is achieved.

4.3.5 Backward security

Backward Security is defined as: following the update of a tag by a reader, future com

munication messages look random to adversaries, even when they have access to a tag’s 

current state [5]. In the DTN based RFID protocol, once a tag is updated, a new PRNG 

seed and a new TDS are generated for the upcoming verification. The previous PRNG state 

and TDS are invalid and adversaries cannot use them to decipher future messages.

4.4 Delay tolerant network

4.4.1 Overview

Most proposed RFID protocols use backend server connections to synchronize RFID read

ers. In some scenarios, it is not practical to use stationary readers with permanent backend 

server connections. For example, in a warehouse with many products on shelves, it is more
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convenient for an employee to use a portable reader to check and update products informa

tion. In order to avoid permanent backend server connections, we use the Delay Tolerant 

Network (DTN) to connect readers.

Following each successful inventory, a tag updates its PRNG seeds and TDS, while the 

reader generates a new message and synchronizes with other readers. The new generated 

message includes the tag’s new TDS, previous TDS and two PRNG seeds. Whenever 

two readers are within each other’s communication range, they exchange new messages. 

Readers update local tag records according to received messages and keep a list of the 

latest tags’ information to share with other readers. Each message is assigned a message 

Time To Live (TTL). A message is dropped when its TTL expires.

4.4.2 Delay-tolerant networking

The DTN [16] addresses the message transmission between different nodes in a network 

which lacks continuous connectivities. Routing protocols in a DTN need to store and 

forward messages in order to increase the dissemination of information. No routes are 

pre-established. A DTN has several regions. Each region has different nodes that share a 

unique region ID. A node name consists of two parts: entity ID  and region ID. Nodes only 

communicate with those that have the same region ID. There are region gateways that can 

bridge different regions. Within one region, nodes use entity IDs to differentiate each other.

In our proposed protocol, readers are DTN nodes that are responsible to receive, store 

and transmit new messages. Messages that are generated by the readers are not given 

specific destination. They need to be sent to all nodes with the same delivery priority. 

Readers only keep the most recent messages and relay them to other nodes.

Tags can be divided into several regions by assigning different region IDs. A  region ID 

is used as RD in our proposed protocol. A valid reader can check a group of tags and a tag 

can verify a reader with the region ID. Within one region, each reader also keeps an unique
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entity ID to differentiate each other and transmit messages. When a new reader needs to 

join one existed region, it is configured with the region ID  and an unique entity ID.

4.4.3 DTN message routing

All the readers in the same region need to update their local records when there is a new 

message generated. All readers are destinations for the message. The message routing 

protocol does not need to provide a one-to-one routing strategy. We assume that positions 

of portable readers change all the time. Therefore no fixed path can be determined. No 

movement patterns can be predicted. The epidemic routing protocol [31] is considered 

as a possible routing strategy for the DTN based RFID protocol. Packets are received at 

intermediate nodes and forwarded to all the node’s neighbours except the one who sent the 

packet.

4.4.4 DTN and the DTN based RFID protocol

Our proposed protocol is conducted in the EPCglobal inventory session between the reader 

and the tag. A DTN is only used between RFID readers, RFID tags are not participants. 

Every time after a reader checked a tag, new TDScur, TDSpre, seedcur and seedpre are gen

erated and need to be synchronized to other readers to make the tag readable again. The 

DTN is a media between readers to exchange new messages and all DTN communications 

are assumed to be secure. Each RFID reader is a DTN node and can be used at random lo

cations. After a RFID reader receives a message, it updates its local records to synchronize 

with the correlated RFID tag.

4



Chapter 5

Simulation

In this chapter, the simulator - Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) [19] is used to 

emulate the RFID readers communications.

5.1 Introduction

In simulator ONE, three parts of a DTN are simulated: node compatibility, node mobility 

and message routing. The node compatibility enables nodes to act as a store and carry 

router using different routing algorithms. Certain parameters are provided to simulate: 

network interface, persistence storage, message routing and energy consumption.

Routing strategies, for messages in a DTN, include epidemic routing [31] and spray 

and wait routing [30].

ONE provides map-based mobility and working day movement model for node mobil

ity simulation. For map-based mobility, nodes are only allowed to move on pre-defined 

routes with different movements strategies including random movement, shortest path 

movement and routed movement. The random movement mode allows nodes to walk ran

domly on the map. The shortest path movement randomly chose a destination from the 

map. Between the previous destination to the next destination, nodes take the shortest path
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Figure 13: The map of a supermarket.

and stay at one destination for a random time interval. The routed movement uses pre

determined routes for nodes. The working day movement model consists of several sub 

models that define daily routings at different time of a day for objects within a city.

5.2 Scenario

Readers communicate with each other within a DTN. Whenever a tag is read by a reader, 

a new message is generated. It is sent to other readers to make the tag readable again. We 

describe a supermarket scenario. There is a mall with goods and products that are equipped 

with RFID tags. Readers are used by workers to manage different product information. An 

example supermarket map is provided for this scenario in Figure 13.

Based on the map, the available routes are drawn as Figure 14 for reader holders to 

walk. The size of this supermarket is approximately 3,700 square meters. Each node has a 

10 meter communication range. They can communicate with each other using a bluetooth
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Figure 14: The route map.

network interface.

All the reader holders walk randomly on the route defined in Figure 14. Once they 

reach a destination by taking the shortest path, they remain there for a random interval of 

time. Then, the next destination is randomly determined.

In this scenario, the main purpose of RFID reader holders is to check or update certain 

product information with a reader. Therefore, a new message is generated with the updated 

information regarding the tag every time a reader holder reaches a destination. Those new 

messages are broadcasted between different readers whenever they are within each others 

range. Each reader only updates new messages according to their local records and discards 

those messages whose TTL is expired.

All the readers in the simulation use a transmission speed of 250KBps. A reader’s buffer 

size is 5M bytes, while a single updated tag message is 160 bits. Since all the messages 

are assigned a same TTL. They are discarded when their TTL is expired. It is assumed 

that readers have enough space to store all incoming messages until they become expired.
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Each reader holder walks at a randomly chosen speed between 0.5 to 1.5 meters per second. 

Once a reader holder arrives at its destination, it stays there for a random time, between 0 

to 200 seconds.

5.3 Performance analysis

Each message contains update information for a reader’s local tag record. Reader needs 

to receive the message and update the tag to make it readable again. We say a message 

is synchronized, if all readers receive this message and update its local record within one 

DTN region. Two parameters are defined to evaluate the result of this simulation: Message 

Coverage Rate and Message Update Success Rate. The Message Coverage Rate indicates 

the average percentage of synchronized messages to the overall number of messages among 

all nodes, at a certain time point. The Message Update Success Rate shows the percentage 

of messages that have been sent to all nodes before they are dropped. Readers require a 

high Message Coverage Rate to stay synchronized. They also require a 100% Message 

Update Success Rate to ensure that all messages can be sent to all readers before they 

are dropped. In order to show the influence of the message traffic, the same simulation 

is conducted under two different situations: 100% message generation and 50% message 

generation. 100% message generation enables readers to generate a message every time 

they stop at a destination while the 50% message generation only gives 50% possibility to 

a reader to generate messages when it arrives at a destination.

Figure 15 and 16 show the total number of messages that are generated before they 

reach the TTL and begin to be dropped. The number of messages from scenarios with 

three, six and nine nodes are demonstrated together at different time from 300s to 2400s. 

The TTL is longer than 2400, no messages are discarded in these two figures. The number 

of message is growing as time goes by. Those two figures also show the difference of the 

number of messages from the 100% message generation In Figure 15 and the 50% message
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Figure 15: 100% message generation - The total number of generated messages with the 
90% confidence interval.
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Figure 16: 50% message generation - The total number of generated messages with the 
90% confidence interval.
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generation, the formal one generates approximately twice number of messages of the later 

one.
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Figure 17: 100% message generation - Message Coverage Rate with the 90% confidence 
interval.

As it is shown in Figures 17 and 18, 90% of messages are synchronized among all 

readers after 20 to 30 minutes. Moreover, different numbers of reader holders in the en

vironment have similar performance to each other. The high percentage of synchronized 

messages remains stable between 90% to 95% after 45 minutes.

Figure 19 and 20 show the influence on the Message Update Success Rate between 

different message TTLs, reader populations and message traffic. It turns out that when the 

TTL is set to 15 minutes, some reader messages fail to update reader’s local records before 

those messages are dropped. This simulation shows that the higher the Message Coverage 

Rate is, the higher the Message Update Success Rate will be.
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Figure 20: 50% message generation - Message Update Success Rate with the 90% confi
dence interval.

Based on our simulation results differences in the number of messages and reader hold

ers do not significantly affect the Message Update Success Rate and Message Coverage 

Rate. The Message Update Success Rate mainly depends on the TTL. The longer the TTL, 

the higher the possibility that a message can be sent to all readers. Figures 19 and 20 

indicate that it is safe to set the TTL to 30 minutes to ensure 100% success rate.

The next scenario uses a food warehouse to show the influence of different map sizes. 

Figure 21 shows a layout of a warehouse. Figure 22 shows the route that reader holders 

walk. The warehouse size is three times of the size of the supermarket. In Figure 22, a 

circle represents the transmission range of a node. Each square represents a reader.

Simulation parameters of this warehouse scenario are the same as the supermarket, with 

the only difference being the size and layout of the map. Figure 23 shows the total number 

of messages generated in three, six and nine readers scenarios.

Since the warehouse size is three times the one of the supermarket, readers have less
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Figure 23: The total number of generated messages with the 90% confidence interval.

possibility to communicate with each other for a same time period and same node popula

tion. A longer time period is used in this simulation to show the result of Message Coverage 

Rate in Figure 24 and the result of Message Update Success Rate in Figure 25.

Similar to the supermarket simulation, the trend of the Message Update Success Rate 

and Message Coverage Rate starts with low rates and moves to higher rates. The larger 

map size slows the overall trend, therefore readers need a longer TTL to achieve the 100% 

Message Update Success Rate. If more readers are placed in the simulation, more possi

bilities are provided for communication. Therefore shorter TTLs are needed to achieve the 

100% Message Update Success Rate. Figure 24 shows that the Message Coverage Rate in 

a nine node scenario is higher than in both six and three node scenarios; while the six node 

scenario Message Coverage Rate is higher than the three node scenario. Also from Figure 

25, nine and six node scenarios can reach 100% Message Update Success Rate with a TTL 

of 3600 seconds while the three node scenario needs 5400 seconds.
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Readers in the DTN based RFID protocol can connect with each other and exchange mes

sages in a DTN region. By assigning proper TTLs, it is possible to ensure that messages 

reach and update all readers before they are dropped. From the simulation, we may con

clude that the longer the TTL, the higher the possibility that a message can be received 

and updates reader local records before it is dropped. Also, the more readers in the DTN, 

the shorter TTL is needed to arrive at a 100% Message Update Success Rate. In case of 

a smaller size scenario map, the number of readers does not influence the result signifi

cantly. For a larger size scenario map, more readers in the DTN provide more connection 

possibilities and therefore a higher Message Coverage Rate is achieved.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

In terms of ensuring the security of lightweight RFID tags, one of the difficulties is to 

meet security requirements within limited resources. Based on previous RFID studies, the 

DTN based RFID protocol has been proposed to ensure mutual verification, untraceability, 

forward security and backward security without permanent backend server connections. 

The ONE simulator has been used to evaluate the RFID reader performance in a DTN.

6.1 The DTN based RFID protocol

The DTN based RFID protocol enhances the security of the EPCglobal inventory proto

col. Readers and tags share the same PRNG state which includes the same PRNG func

tion and PRNG seed to generate an identical number sequence for mutual verification. In 

Chapter 2, strategies are provided to resolve de-synchronizations and collisions. When a 

de-synchronization occurs, the reader and the tag are resynchronized before starting an

other inventory round for mutual verification. To solve a collision situation when several 

tags have the same TDS simultaneously, the reader requires one of the collided tags to 

temporally update its state and send new identification back. Then the reader is able to 

differentiate collided tags and to start a new inventory with the correct tag for mutual veri

fication.

50
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A DTN is used to avoid permanent connections with a backend database or server. The 

ONE simulator is used to evaluate the DTN’s performance for RFID readers. The simulator 

ONE, illustrating a supermarket and a warehouse, shows how workers check and update 

product information by using readers. Reader holders walk randomly through the store and 

warehouse. A message is generated to update readers local records every time a holder 

stops and scans a product. When two readers are within each other’s transmission range, 

new messages are broadcasted. Readers local records are updated by new messages and 

TTL expired messages are discarded. The simulation results imply that a proper TTL value 

is important for all readers to synchronize new messages and update their local records 

before messages are dropped.

6.2 Performance comparison

Table 8 compares performances of the Gossamer, Flyweight and DTN based RFID proto

col.

6.2.1 Computation cost

The DTN based RFID protocol only uses the XOR and PRNG functions, which are compat

ible with the EPCglobal standard. The Gossamer protocol does not need to implement the 

PRNG function to generate random numbers, but it does require tags to use new functions 

ROT and MIXBITS. As for the Flyweight protocol, the use of XOR operation and PRNG 

function are supported but they still require a new secure function to update the PRNG seed 

for both a reader and a tag.
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Table 8: Performance comparison.

Performance Gossamer Flyweight DTN based RFID 
protocol

Resynchronization Yes Yes Yes

Data Confidentiality Yes Yes Yes

Untraceability Yes Yes Yes

Mutual Verification Yes Yes Yes

Forward Security Yes Yes Yes

Backward Security NA Yes Yes

Communication Cost (bits) 424 64 Or 80 66

Memory Size on Tag (bits) 21*32 3*32+1 2.5*32

Memory Size for each Tag on 
Reader/Database (bits) 12*32 6*32+1 5*32

Functions and Operations ©,+, ROT, 
MIXBITS

<&,PRNG,
seed update function ®,PRNG

Permanent backend server 
connections Yes Yes No
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6.2.2 Communication cost

For the cost of communication, the Gossamer protocol uses a total of 424 bits in four 

messages during the transmission for compatibility with the EPCglobal standard. The 

Flyweight protocol uses 64 bits in four messages in total when a tag and a reader are 

synchronized. If the tag and the reader are de-synchronized, then five messages are sent 

with a total of 80 bits. Moreover, another 32-bit random number is sent when the server 

updates a PRNG seed. In the DTN based RFID protocol, four messages are transmitted, 66 

bits in total.

6.2.3 Storage cost

To store all the necessary information of tags and readers, the Gossamer protocol requires 

a total of 1,056 bits for a tag along with its correlated information which is stored in the 

server while the flyweight protocol requires 290 bits. In the DTN based RFID protocol, a 

reader keeps 160 bits for one tag while a tag stores 80 bits locally and uses TID  as TD. 

Thus, 240 bits in total.
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